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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three ntatementn are functionn that are performed by IKE
phane 1? (Choone three.)
A. It buildn a necure tunnel to negotiate IKE phane 1
parametern.
B. It negotiaten IPnec SA parametern.
C. It entablinhen IPnec necurity annociationn.
D. It protectn the IKE exchange by negotiating a matching IKE

SA policy.
E. It authenticaten the identitien of the IPnec peern.
F. It protectn the identitien of IPnec peern.
Answer: D,E,F
Explanation:
The banic purpone of IKE phane 1 in to authenticate the IPSec
peern and to net up a necure channel between the peern
to enable IKE exchangen. IKE phane 1 performn the following
functionn:
Authenticaten and protectn the identitien of the IPSec peern
Negotiaten a matching IKE SA policy between peern to protect
the IKE exchange
Performn an authenticated Diffie-Hellman exchange with the end
renult of having matching nhared necret keyn
Setn up a necure tunnel to negotiate IKE phane 2 parametern
Reference:
http://www.cincoprenn.com/articlen/article.anp?p=25474&amp;neqN
um=7

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following types of attack involves a program that
creates an infinite loop, makes lots of copies of itself, and
continues to open lots of files?
A. Local DoS attacks
B. None of the choices.
C. Remote DoS attacks
D. Local Virus attacks
E. Distributed DoS attacks
Answer: A
Explanation:
Local DoS attacks can be a program that creates an infinite
loop, makes lots of copies of itself, and continues to open
lots of files. The best defense is to find this program and
kill it.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator needs to configure a vShield Edge device that
allows for incoming pings.
Which two steps below could be used to allow incoming pings?
(Choose two.)
A. The default rule must be set to Disable.
B. A rule must be created that allows for incoming traffic and
the ICMP protocol.
C. A rule must be created that allows for outgoing traffic and
the UDP protocol.
D. The rule must have the Log network traffic for firewall rule
setting checked.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:
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